Phage T7-inactivation test. A possibility of quantitative mutagenicity screening.
A new method is described for the quantitative characterization of the genotoxic effect of chemicals. The method is based on the determination of the inactivation of bacteriophage T7 and on the application of a simple mathematical model valid for the processes during, or at least in the initial stage of the interaction of chemicals and phages. A value characteristic for the chemical is defined and it is determined from the inactivation kinetics. Typical inactivation kinetic curves and some problems of the application of the model as well as the mutagenicity index values determined for about 30 substances are presented. The substances examined have mutagenicity index values covering a range of six orders of magnitude. The obtained values are compared with the results of different mutagenicity/carcinogenicity tests and discussed on the basis of data in the literature. The presented method is proposed to be applied for quantitative mutagenicity screening of chemicals.